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It is established that the critical point for phase separation in He3-He4 mixtures occurs at 
T = 0.88°K and x = 64% He3 molar concentration. At the point T = 0.67°K and x = 82%, the A 
line intersects the phase separation curve. Above this temperature both phases are superfluid, 
while below, the He3 - rich phase is nonsuperfluid. 

INTRODUCTION 

EXPERIMENTS on the visual observation of sepa
rated He3 - He4 mixtures 1 have shown that the bound-· 
ary between the phases is clearly visible to the eye. 
The critical temperature at which a liquid of given 
concentration separates into phases may readily be 
deduced from the moment of appearance of the 
boundary. The critical point for phase separation in 
a He3 - He4 solution having a concentration He3 / 

(He3 + He4) = 51.1% has already been determined by 
this method. The value of Tcr found for this con
centration agreed to within the limits of error with 
the measurements of Walters and Fairbank.2 

On the basis of a preliminary investigation into 
the character of the flow of the separated liquid, the 
suggestion was advanced in reference 1 that both 
phases were superfluid. It was essential that this 
hypothesis be confirmed by more direct observa
tions. As we have previously noted, 1 the measure
ments of the A line in solutions having high He3 

concentrations carried out by Daunt and Heer3 in
dicate, rather, that the upper phase is in the normal 
state. These measurements, however, do not appear 
to be reliable. The data of Esel' son, Bereznyak and 
Kaganov,4 as well as the data of Ptukha5 and a number 
of other authors, were obtained with solutions having 
concentrations not exceeding 40%; thus the form of 
the A line for concentrations above 40% has been 
in need of clarification. 

In the present work we have set ourselves the 
task of investigating the temperature dependence of 
the A transition curve simultaneously with the so
lution phase separation diagram. Direct determi
nation of the temperature dependence of the A line 
and the phase separation curve for solutions in the 
high-concentration region make it possible to reach 
a conclusion regarding the state of the liquid in the 
upper phase. In this work all measurements were 
performed using the visual method of observation. 
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FIG. 1. Apparatus for meas
urements on the phase diagram 
of liquid He3 - He4 solutions. 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUE 

The measurements were conducted with an ap
paratus whose interior is illustrated schematically 
in Fig. 1. A small transparent Dewar 1 filled with 
liquid He3, 8 mm in diameter and 100 mm long, was 
placed within a double Dewar containing liquid He4• 

A low temperature was produced within the small 
Dewar by pumping on the He3 vapor with a mercury 
diffusion pump. The pumping was carried out 
through a 15-mm copper tube 2, joined farther up to 
one of steel. A copper screen 3 was fixed into the 
tube 2, in thermal contact with the liquid He4, in 
order to reduce the heat transfer from above. The 
output side of the diffusion pump was connected to 
a coil 4, immersed in the helium bath, in which the 
He3 vapor was re-condensed. Liquid He3, cooled 
in the coil to bath temperature, -1°K, was trans
ferred into the inner Dewar as required through a 
bellows valve 5. 
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Within the He3 Dewar there was submerged a 
glass capsule 6, 3.5 mm in diameter and 20-mm 
long, into which the He3-He4 mixture was con
densed through a copper seal and a steel capillary 
7. In order to increase the accuracy of determin
ation of the moment at which phase separation 
occurred, the capsule was terminated at its lower 
end with a capillary extension 5 to 6 mm long and 
0.5 mm in diameter. 

A resistance thermometer 8 of 30-J.l phosphor 
bronze and a heater 9 of constantan wire were 
sealed into the capsule containing the mixture. The 
temperature of the mixture was measured with the 
thermometer 8, which had previously been cali
brated against the He3 vapor pressure with the 
capsule unsealed. The vapor pressure was meas
ured with a MacLeod gage. For determination of 
the temperature we employed the scale of Sydoriak 
and Roberts. 6 

The measurements were carried out in the fol
lowing manner. The previously prepared mixture 
was condensed into the capsule at a temperature 
known to be above the A point. The level of the 
liquid mixture was always kept below the copper
glass seal. Simultaneously with the initiation of 
pumping on the He3 vapor, a small current was 
passed through the heater 9, causing the mixture 
to boil. Illumination was provided by a daylight 
lamp. When the meniscus of the solution was ob
served through a cathetometer, bubbles of gas 
were clearly visible, rising through the liquid to the 
surface. The boiling of the solution stopped im
mediately as the temperature reached the A point. 
The meniscus, at the A point, became quiet and 
immobile. We recorded the temperature at which 
the boiling of the solution suddenly ceased at the 
A transition point. In order to repeat the A point 
observation during a single experiment, it was 
necessary each time to stir the solution carefully, 
since radiation of heat within the superfluid phase 
led to a nonuniform volume distribution of con
centrations. Stirring was accomplished by boiling 
the mixture above the A point. 

A determination of the solution phase separation 
temperature was made together with the A point 
determination during one and the same experiment. 
To accomplish this, the power supply to the heater 
was shut off, and, as the temperature was reduced 
smoothly, the moment of appearance of the inter
phase boundary was recorded. The interphase 
boundary appeared within the capsule from below 
or above, accordingly as the concentration of the 
mixture was greater or less than 64% (the concen
tration corresponding to the peak of the phase sepa
ration diagram). Only for concentrations close to 

64% did the boundary appear, practically instantane
ously, in the central part of the capsule. The criti
cal phase-separation temperature for each concen
tration was determined from a series of repeated 
observations of the appearance and disappearance 
of the boundary, as the system was cooled and heated 
slightly. For cooling and heating under quasi-sta
tionary conditions, the appearance and disappearance 
of the boundary occurred at the same temperature. 
The results of individual measurements, both during 
the course of a single experiment and from experi
ment to experiment, agree well with one another. 
We should note that for all concentrations the re
producibility of the critical points for phase sepa
ration of the solutions was appreciably better than 
that of the A points. 

We recorded the phase separation diagram for 
the solutions in the absence of a thermal current. 
Control experiments showed, however, that the 
dissipation of a small amount of power in the heater 
caused only an insignificant shift in the critical 
phase separation temperature. 

We were able to obtain the A point and phase 
separation temperature for a mixture of one con
centration during the course of a single experiment. 
Each individual experiment was carried out with a 
new mixture, prepared from the preceding one by 
the addition of He4• The mixture was condensed into 
the capsule through a miniature charcoal trap, con
taining 1 g of charcoal cooled to liquid nitrogen tern
perature. 

RESULTS OF THE MEASUREMENTS 

The results of the measurements of the A line 
and the phase separation diagram for He3 - He4 

solutions are presented in Fig. 2. The two sets of 
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FIG. 2. Phase diagram for liquid He3 - He4 mixtures. 1, 2 -
present work (apparatus 1 and 2); 3- data of Esel'son, Sere
znyak, and Kaganov; 4 4 -data of Roberts and Sydoriak; 7 

dashed curve - from the data of Walters and Fairbank.3 
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points represented by the closed and open circles 
correspond to measurements made using two dif
ferent systems having different diameters for the 
capillary 7 and different dimensions for the cap
sule 6 (Fig. 1). In view of the fact that the concen
tration of a solution might be altered due to en
richment of the vapor in the lighter isotope, we 
attempted to keep to a minimum the volume oc
cupied by the gaseous phase. In the second appa
ratus (open circles), the volume of the capsule 
was increased slightly, while the volume of the 
gaseous phase was reduced by more than four 
times, as compared with the first system. Calcu
lation showed, however, that the mass of the vapor 
did not exceed 2% of the total condensed mass under 
the least favorable conditions, and that, as a con
sequence, there must have been virtually no varia
tion in the liquid concentration due to enrichment 
of the vapor in He3• It is clearly evident from the 
figure that the two sets of results do, in fact, agree 
with each other. 

The phase separation diagram for the solutions, 
as can easily be seen, conforms in its general fea
tures to the results of the measurements of Walters 
and Fairbank, 2 represented in Fig. 2 by the dashed 
curve. According to our data, however, the maxi
mum and the right-hand branch lie considerably 
higher. At the conclusion of the present work we 
were informed of the measurements of Roberts 
and Sydoriak. 7 Their data on the measurement of 
the phase separation diagram for solutions with 
concentrations from 30 to 80%, represented in Fig. 2 
by the crosses, lie quite well on our curve. 

In Fig. 2, the results of the measurements of the 
A line are represented by the closed and open cir
cles on the upper curve. For comparison, the data 
of Esel'son, Bereznyak, and Kaganov4 obtained by a 
different method for solutions with concentrations 
less than 40%, are indicated by triangles. It is evi
dent that our results agree well with their data. 
As regards the values of Roberts and Sydoriak 
(crosses), their A temperatures in the concentra
tion region above 40% lie appreciably lower than the 
A points obtained by us. The discrepancy is evi
dently to be explained by experimental errors in the 
work of these authors. 7 We note that the values for 
the A temperatures obtained by us are well repre
sented for all concentrations by the empirical for
mula proposed by Kerr. 8 

where TA s is the solution A temperature, TA 4 is 
the A temperature for pure He4 , and x4 is the con
centration of He4 in the solution. 

Values for the A points and critical phase sepa-

Apparatus No. 1 II 

x,% ITer, "KI TJ.,oK 

84.99 0.61 -
79.84 0.71 0.73 
73.17 0.81 0.92 
66.06 0.88 1.10 
58.78 0.87 1.19 
50.08 0.82 1.38 
40.34 0.74 1.58 
30.28 0.61 1. 71 
20.37 0.46 1.89 

0 - 2.17 

Apparatus No. 2 

x ot ITer °KI T- °K •10 • A, 

93.22 0.44 -
88.90 0.55 -
83.11 0.65 -
77.14 0.75 -
69.23 0.86 1.03 
61.93 0.88 1.13 
54.85 0.85 1.28 
44.76 0.78 1.48 
33.35 0.66 1.58 
24.85 0.54 -
17.2 0.42 -

ration temperatures for mixtures of various concen
trations obtained with the two different systems are 
given in the table. The phase separation tempera
tures are determined to an accuracy of ± 0.02°K. 

From Fig. 2 it can quite clearly be seen that tqe 
A line intersects the solution phase separation curve 
a substantial distance to the right of its maximum, 
which corresponds to a temperature Tgfax = 0.88 
± 0.01°K and a molar concentration x = 64 ± 1%. The 
point of intersection of the A line with the phase 
separation curve has, according to our measure
ments, the coordinates Tlr = 0.67 ± 0.02°K and 
X = 81 ± 1%. 

In addition to direct measurements of the A line 
and the phase separation curve, we performed ex
periments which further confirmed the superfluidity 
of the upper phase near Tgfax· The first experiment 
was as follows: a beaker, open at the top, 8 mm long 
and 1 mm inside diameter, was suspended within the 
capsule 6 (Fig. 1). The isotope mixture was con
densed into the capsule at T = 0.5°K in such a way 
that only the upper phase was introduced into the 
beaker, while the liquid level was stopped 1 mm 
above its top. We then elevated the temperature by 
such an amount that the boundary outside the beaker 
rose upward, but did not reach the top of the beaker. 
As the temperature was raised, a boundary appeared 
at the bottom of the beaker and rose upward. If the 
upper phase had not been superfluid, the transfer 
within the beaker by diffusion of a quantity of He4 

sufficient for the appearance of the lower phase 
would have required tens of hours, while in our case 
the entire process was completed within ten minutes. 

In a second experiment analogous to the first, the 
beaker, which had a blackened spot, was again com
pletely submerged in the liquid and filled with the 
upper phase alone; when it was illuminated with a 
directed light beam, a boundary appeared immedi
ately at the bottom, bearing witness to the filling of 
the beaker with He4 by superflow from the upper 
phase outside the beaker. 

A third experiment, testifying graphically to the 
occurrence of a A transition in the upper phase, 
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consisted of the following: a quantity of a He3 - He4 

mixture of initial concentration 63.1% was condensed 
into the capsule 6 at a temperature .$ 0 .5oK, such 
that the heater was situated in the vicinity of the 
phase separation boundary in the mixture, lying 
principally in the upper phase. The volume ratio 
of the lower and upper phases in this case was 
- 1:2, and the meniscus of the mixture was some
what lower than the thermometer. The tempera
ture of the liquid was determined approximately 
with the thermometer, in the vapor region, as well 
as from the vapor pressure of the He3 surrounding 
the capsule. (The difference between the true tem
perature of the liquid and the thermometer tern
perature did not exceed 0.01- 0.02°K, as was es
tablished by observation above the mixture phase 
separation point.) Upon passage of a current I = 1 
rna through the heater, R = 10Q, at a temperature 
T .$ 0.5°K, the upper phase boiled vigorously while 
the lower remained immobile, as could be clearly 
observed through the cathetometer telescope. As 
the temperature was raised farther, there came a 
moment at which the boiling of the upper phase with 
the heater turned on ceased instantaneously, becom
ing just as quiet and stationary as the lower phase. 
The A. transition temperature for the upper phase 
found in these observations agreed to within the 
limits of accuracy of the experiment with the value 
we had found previously, Tc{ = 0.67 ± 0.02°K. 

The experiments just described thus leave no 
doubt that the He3-rich phase undergoes a A. tran
sition. Above the A. transition temperature the 
upper phase is superfluid, just as the lower is. 
Below the transition temperature the He3 - rich 
phase becomes normal. 

With the object of verifying the data on phase 
separation in He3 - He4 solutions, we performed 
control experiments with a mixture of initial con
centration x 0 = 63.1%. In these experiments the 
dependence of the volumes of the upper and lower 
phases of the solution upon temperature was meas
ured. Using the well-known "lever rule," as writ
ten for a presumed linear dependence of the solu
tion density upon concentration: 

(x2- Xo) v2 = (xo- xi) VI, 

where x1 and x2 are the He3 concentrations in the 
upper and lower phases, whose volumes are, re
spectively, V1 and V2, it is possible from the 
temperature dependences of vi and v2 and the 
initial concentration x0 to compute one branch of 
the curve when the other branch is given, i.e., 
x 1 (T) for a curve x2 (T). (The assumption of a 
linear dependence of density upon concentration is 
made on the basis of the measurements of Ptukha, 5 
extrapolated to lower temperatures.) This check 
showed that to within the accuracy of the measure
ments of the volumes V1 and V2 (- 2%), the "lever 
rule" yields the same curve as the direct measure
ments. 

In conclusion, the authors express their gratitude 
to Academician P. L. Kapitza for his unfailing in
terest and attention to the problem, and to N. I. 
Yakovleva, who aided in the measurements and in 
the assembly of the apparatus. 
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